1* Introduction* In [3] , R. E. Johnson developed the extended centralizer Q{M R ) of an ϋί-module M and noted that Q(M B ) is always a (Von Neumann) regular ring. In this paper, we analogously define the extended centralizer Q(M S ) of a right S-set M s . McMorris [4] gave an example which illustrated the fact that Q(S S ) is not always a regular semigroup. We give a necessary and sufficient condition for Q(M S ) to be regular and show that when S is regular, Q(S S ) is also regular.
Johnson showed that the ring R is embedded in Q(R R ) when the singular ideal is zero. Analogously we define the singular congruence on an S-set and show that when the singular congruence is the identity, S is embedded in Q(S S ). In this case we also note that Q(S S ) is the injective hull of S considered as a S-set and that, moreover, Q(S S ) is self injective. 2* Preliminaries* Throughout this paper each semigroup will contain a zero (0) unless otherwise specified. Let S be a semigroup. A (centered right) Sset M s is a set M, with an associative scalar operation on M by elements of S, which contains an element (necessarily unique) θ such that θ -θs = mO for all me M and for all s 6 S. The symbol θ will be called the zero of M. Since the distinction between the zero of M and the zero of S is clear from the context, we shall denote both by the same symbol 0. Note that if R is a right ideal of S then R becomes an S-set R s under ordinary multiplication. A sub S-set N s of an S-set M s is a subset N of M such that NS £ N. If m, n e M s and if E £ S we shall say that mE is pointwise equal to nE when ms = ns for each se E. This will be denoted as mE == nE.
Let M s and N s be S-sets. A function /: M s -* N s is an S-homomorphίsm if for each meM and seS, f{ms) = f(m)s. The collection of all such S-homomorphisms will be denoted by Hom^ (M, N An S-congruence τ on M s is an equivalence relation on M such that whenever (m, n)e τ, then (ms, ns)e τ for all seS. The identity S-congruence on M s will be denoted by c M .
If S has an identity 1 the S-set M s is said to be unίtal when ml = m for each meM.
For each semigroup S we shall define S 1 by S 1 = S U {1} where 1 is a symbol not in S and where multiplication on S is extended to S 1 by defining Ix -xl = α; for each &e S 1 . With the operation so defined, S ι is a semigroup. Note that this definition for S 1 differs from the standard one. However, with the definition given here each S-set M s becomes a unital S'-set by defining ml = m for each meM.
The following definitions and theorem are due to Berthiaume [1] . A sub S-set N s of M s is said to be large (essential) A semigroup S will be called self injective if S s is injective. The S-set M s is weakly injective if for each right ideal R of S and for each / e Hom^ (R, M) there exists meM such that f(s) = ms for each se R. In ring theory it is well-known that the corresponding concepts of "injective" and "weakly injective" are equivalent.
However, for semigroups Berthiaume proved the following lemma and gave a counterexample for the converse. LEMMA 
// the S-set M s is injective then M s is weakly injective.
3* The singular congruence on an S-set* The following definition is a generalization of a corresponding concept in ring theory. 
(M S ).
Let & = &*(S S ) and for each S-set define
It is easily seen from the properties noted above that ψ is an S-congruence on M s which is a two-sided congruence if M= S. The S-congruence ψ is called the singular congruence or ^-torsion congruence on M s * When ψ = c M we say that M s is ^-torsion free.
Feller and Gantos [2] showed that every large sub S-set of an S-set M s is intersection large in M s . The converse is not generally true. For, consider the semilattice S = {0, e, 1} which has 0 < e < 1 under the natural partial ordering. The right ideal eS is clearly intersection large in S. Define f:
Then /eHom 5 (S, S) and f\eS is 1-1. However, / is not 1-1. Therefore, eS is not large in S 5 .
The following proposition gives a sufficient condition for the converse to be true. PROPOSITION It was noted in §2 that an injective S-set M s is always weakly injective but that a weakly injective S-set is not necessarily injective.
In the following proposition we show that the two concepts are equivalent whenever M s is ^-torsion free. f(g(x) ). Then under this multiplication F is a semigroup. Define a binary relation ω on the semigroup F by (/, g)eω if there exists ΰe^ such that f\D = g\D. Then <# is a two-sided congruence on i^7. The semigroup Q -Q(Ms) = Fjω is called the extended centralizer of M s . The elements of Q will be denoted by / where f eF.
In ring theory the extended centralizer is always (von Neumann) regular. An example given by McMorris in [4] shows that this is not THE EXTENDED CENTRALIZER OF AN 5-SET 167 the case for semigroups. We can however give a necessary and sufficient condition for Q to be regular in terms of splitting S-homomorphisms, which were studied by Feller and Gantos in [2] . Recall that an S-homomorphism / which maps an S-set M s onto an S-set N s is said to split if there exists g e Hom^ (N, M) such that fg = l N . Hence we have geF.
Therefore, fgf = fgf -f' = / and it follows that Q is regular.
In the case where M = S we have the following theorem. Therefore, D M must be intersection large in S and the theorem follows.
An S-set M s is intersection uniform if every nonzero sub S-set of M is intersection large. The proof of the converse is immediate. 5* The injective hull of a ^-torsion free semigroup* Throughout this section we shall consider the semigroup S as an S-set over itself. For seS define φ s : S-+ S by φ 8 (t) = st. Then ψ B eF and it easily follows that the map φ: S->Q by φ(s) = φ $ is a representation of S in Q = Q(S S ). Note also that we can regard Q as a centered right S-set by defining fs = /^ for each /eQ and for each seS. The following lemmas are easy consequences of the above remarks. We now can show that Q s is the injective hull of S and furthermore Q is injective as a Q-set. 
